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Your recitation instructor would like to know if there is something you believe he/she
has done especially well in teaching this recitation section.

Comments

Very clear and to-the-point in going through difficult prelim problems.

Cezar made more of an effort than any TA I've ever had. His recitations were great, but he also took the time to upload
his recitation problems/solutions to his website (which was extremely helpful), uploaded youtube videos of previous
recitations, was willing to meet with the class on weekends to make sure we prepared enough for prelim, etc. You
couldn't ask for a better TA.

Cezar is excellent. Very helpful.

He communicates clearly and comes with prelim problems for us to do.

no

He was very well prepared for each recitation, and the recitations had a lot of good problems prepared. I regret not
attending all of them.

Your recitation instructor would also like to know what specific things you believe might
be done to improve the teaching of this recitation section.

Comments

Perhaps keep a little closer track to the material being covered in the lectures. Problems addressed in recitation were
often far ahead of what had been covered in lectures leading up to each recitation.

No room for improvement. Cezar was great!

Handing back homeworks sooner and taking more problems from Berkeley book, Marsden Hoffman, Pugh, or old
prelims rather than from other sources.

no

I wish that the homework assignments had been returned faster, but there was a lot of them and they were rather long.
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